INTRODUCTION
There are dozens of mountain peoples inhabiting lbe northem parts of Burma, '):hailand, Laos and Vietnam, as weil as soulbwest China. The whole oflbis region a geographical entity generally known as lbe Southeast Asian Massif. Its llig:hlailld plains and mountains for centuries have provided a refuge for relatively societies trying to keep out oflowland disputes and the fierce competition .1Jetwe.on powerful foes fighting for control over fertile land and vital trading For centuries lbe Lolo, or Yi, lbe Miao and the Chung-chia, or Pu-yi-to but lbe most numerous of lbese groups--criss--erossed lbe massif, fleeing stronger aggressors or simply seeking better opportunities elsewhere; lbeir (Pltlerrlents today are scattered all over these remote mountain ranges (McKinnon l\Id IVliclmud 2000).
However, the fact that they share an eco-region for similar reasons does not ail lbese societies alike. There are important cultural differences to be Ilb;"",'ed between lbeir languages, religions, and social organization. Of lbese "",'LIDtain peoples, the Hmong probably are the most recent migrants to have in lbe area to the soulb of lbe Soulbeast Asian Massif. Our primary aim in ,..-' y_y __ is to outline the causes and charaeter of the series of Hmong migrations southwest China into upper Indochina from lbe beginnings to lbe present We will complement this picture with an account of the relevant . ' .el'Dp,ne:nts in lbe recent history of each of lbe countries in the Indochinese 8enlinsulawhere lbe Hmong are to be found. We will conclude wilb a prognosis oFlhn,r. developments on lbe basis of the CUITent situation.
There already exist a fair number of summaries of Hmong migrations and ~"OUlg history on the basis of secondary sources, particularly in lbe fomo of 'fptroeluctory chapters in lbe majority of books and doctoral dissertations on lbis These are too numerous to be mentioned specifically here, To possible '8IX:US"tiCIDS lbat we are merely repeating an old story, however, we would reply that the uniqueness of our contribution lies in the fact that: (l) it covers all the territories where Miao/Hmong live or from which they originate, and (2) it draws on the largest number of early, rarely cited, sources, a great many of which were originally written in French and have never been translated into other languages. T 0 give this historical survey a firmer foundation, we will also cite a number of early English-Ianguage sources (chiefly British and American), in addition to ail the Asian ones that are available in either French or English which we were able to find. The result is a detailed and comprehensive survey of most of the reliable early historical sources in these two languages. ' ln Laos and in Vietnam, and in a different way in Thailand and China, the relationship between the state and the Hmong minority still is a sensitive issue. We found out to our cost, like numerous colleagues, that field research on the MiaolHmong in mûst of these countries is difficult due to local circumstances going back to the pas!. Reliable historical background information was needed. The decision to write this paper stems from the discovery that there were no published works addressing this question on both a diachronic and a synchronic plane. Most recent attempls only touch on the subject superficially, often from a journalistic viewpoint, overlooking a number of key references (like HarniltonMerritt 1993 or Quincy 1988 , while earlier investigations dating from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are outdated, were mainly conducted by missionaries or military observers (both of them often biased ethnographers, needless to say), and are chiefly focused on one particular locality (see, for instance, Clarke 1911 , or Lefèvre-Pontalis 1892 , 1896 .
Although the Hmong of Southeast Asia attracted occasional interest from Asian and Western observers over the centuries, it was only after the Second World War that international interest in them began to intensify. Field research began to be conducted on an ever-increasing scale where political circurnstances permitted, primarily in Laos and Thailand and, in different circumstances, in northern Vietnam before 1954. Tonkin, under Viet Minh influence, broke away frorn French Indochina and closed ils borders to virtually ail foreign observers after the Geneva conferencdn 1954. China reacted similarly towards the West after the introduction of Communist rule in 1949. Thailand, on the other hand, welcomed "assistance" and researchers from the First World. Laos was tom between the ideals of a monarchy and communism for several years, so that large parts of its territory were unsafe for Western scholars. This historical set of circumstances explains why the majority of academic studies published on the Hmong in Asia still today is based on fieldwork in countries in which the srnallest contingents of this group live, Thailand and Laos.
THE MIAOIHMONG: THE ORIGINAL GROUP
. We know as a result of modem comparative linguistic research that the history of the Hmong is intimately linked to that of the present Miao of southern China. Il Îs quite a different matter to maintain that Hmong earlier history is also linked to . that of the historical "Miao" as these appear in ancient Chinese texts.
"Le terme Miao, nom ethnique, qui revient fréquemment dans les sources chinoises [du Xe au XVIIIe siècle J, prête à confusion; tantôt pris dans un sens étroit, il sert à désiguer une ethnie particulière, tantôt pris dans son sens large, il s'applique à tous les groupes ethniques non-han du sud-ouest de la Chine." (Lombard-Salmon 1972: 111.) The Chinese name "Miao" for a long time was a broadly generic term referring to the many non Han groups in southwest China. These include minority groups considered as marginal peoples in comparison with the Han group. Both Moréchand (1968, 69) and Lombard-Salmon (1972, Ill) have noted several related designations. Chinese texts often distinguish between shu Miao, or "cooked Miao," and sheng Miao, or "raw Miao," that is, "sinicized" or "subdued," and "culturally independent" or "unsubdued" Miao respectively (Colquboun 1883, 212; Hervey de Saint-Denys 1883, 103; Lombard-Salmon 1972, 117) .
ln a discussion of the early contacts with Westerners-particularly since the fifteenth century, and the subsequent appearance of various reports and observations on the highland minorities of the region, no defmitive conclusions can be drawn about the real identity of the groups referred to as Miao by the earliest Western authors (to be able to reach any such conclusions, we would need more linguistic data or, at the very least, reliable descriptions; the work involved would require collaboration between historians, linguists and ethnologists). There is no doubt today, however, that the name Miao as it is used both in China and abroad desiguates a specifie, albeit large, set of ethnie groups, ail belonging to the same linguistic sub-family (the Miao-Yao)3 from which the Hmong of the Indochinese Peninsula are descended and with which they are intimately related. The Mandarin Chinese name Miao refers to the whole of the Miao (Miao zu) National Minority group (Chiao and Tapp 1989) . According to Chinese sources, as weil as early Western ethnography, this group comprises four linguistically and culturally related subgroups4~although their languages are not mutually intelligible~named, in order of size, Hmong, Hmu, Kho Xiong and Hmao (see Clarke 1911; Bonifacy 1919,97; Esquirol 1931; Lemoine 1972, 15, 195-200 , based on the Tchong kouo chao chou min tzou yu yen kien tche (Miao yao yu !zou pou/en), Peking 1954; and overview in Culas 1999: ch. 1). The ethnonym Hmong, Hmung, H'mong (and a few more slightly differently spelt variants) is mentioned and explained by the same authors, as weil as by Bonifacy (1904a) , Lunel de Lajonquière (1904 , and Savina (1924a) . ' Regarding the exact geographical origin of the Miao, there is more speculation than concrele evidence. A few authors, including Savina (1924a) , refer to a Miao myth placing their origin thousands of years ago in some snowy land in the north; it might he wise not to give too much credence to this story. Several Chinese lexts from the fust legendary dynasty, the Hsia (2207-1766 Be), and the historical Chou dynasty (1121-256 Be) mention armed conflicts with peoples referred to as Miao in sorne of the major watersheds in the present-day province of Guizhou (Kweichow) (Savina 19240, 115-70) . Lin (1940) mentions the sarne factforthe fustHan dynasty (in particular 140--87 BC) and the Five Dynasties (907-960 AD). The Chinese character for "Miao" disappeared from historical lexts for several centuries. It seerns to have heen rehabilitaled on/y under the Song dynasties (960--1279 AD), while the narne is regularly mentioned during the Ming dynasty (1368-1644 AD), afier the Yuan had succeeded in conquering the South East Asian Massif (Lombard-Salmon 1972, III; Jenks 1985,39) . But the groups subsumed underthe narne are numerous and heterogeneous: "Bef ore and during Ming the Miao were set apart, while during Ch'ing Dynasty [from 1644 AD] the tenn Miao becomes as broad as the character Man, embracing the southern and southwestern barbarous peoples" (De Beauclair 1960,270 note 1). In ail these ear1y accounts, then, until roughly the middle of the nineteenth century, there is perpetuaI confusion about the exact identity of the population groups designated by the tenn Miao. We should therefore he cautious with respect to the historical value of any early associations.
Between the mid-seventeenth and mid-nineteenth centuries, China experienced a significant demographic growth, from one hundred million to more than three hundred million persons (McAleavy 1968, 65) . Concurrently, certain external factors began to influence developments. For instance, with the aid of maize (which was unknown in China before being imported from America, via the Philippines, by the Spanish in the sixteenth century, see Burt! 1914, 9, 124) , which requires neither rich soils Dor irrigation, the Han masses in the lowlands were able to deal with the demographic pressures by moving into the less fertile mountain ranges and plateaux of the massif and settling where previously on/y mountain tribes had been living (Cooper 1976,30--1) . Together with excessive taxation, this invasion constituted one of the most important causes of conflict with highland minorities trying to preserve their integrity vis-a-vis the Han centralized administration and regional rulers and warlords. Sorne minorities responded by simply migrating further south or into the higher mountain ranges of Guizhou, Sichuan and Yunnan. Others took up arms. A small number went as far as leaving the Chinese empire altogether to find shelter in the unpopulated ranges which were later to be incorporated into the modern states of the Indochinese Peninsula. "In the major campaigns in the uprisings of 1698, 1732, 1794 and 1855, the Miao scattered in ail directions, initiating the migratory movements of the modem period" (Wiens 1954, 90) ' ln this light, it can quite safely he assumed !hat the period of contact between the Miao and their neighbors was quite a long one. Among these neighbors. the Han were undoubtedly the most powerful, and traces of interpenetration with the culture ofthis powerful group are visible in the cultures of the difIerent Miao subgroups. Il is certain that a nmnber ofMiao were assintilated into the Han majority. Among the remaining Miao there was a certain degree ofSinicization, depending on the intensity of the contacts and the degree of resistaoce. So Geddes comments:
Miao groups in China today do present a gradation of similarities to Chinese in economic and, to a lesser extent, in cultural practices. But even in cases where the resemblance is closest there appears to be a strong sense of separate identity reinforced particularly by a lack ofintennarriage. (Geddes 1976, 11) Il appears that during those centaries of contact with the Han at least sorne Miao groups, despite the fact that most early Western observers describe the Miao as swiddeners, became sedentary and practised sedentary agriculture. Sorne nineteenth-and early-twentieth-century missionary accounts depicting Miao settlements with sorne precision show these to have had permanent houses, and Earlier, in the seventeenth century, observers in China had seen cities inhabited by people who might have been assimilated into the Miao. l There are stories about local princes, territorial resistance to the Han, and cultural differences with the lowland majority. However, we carmot draw any firm conclusions about an early sedentarization process on the sole basis of these early texts. Il is also possible that the name Miao was used in its fonner generic sense to refer to several nonHan minorities of the south. Actually, a fair nmnber of other non-Han minorities still exist in southern China, notably in Yunnan, where they have been settled for centaries (see Chiao and Tapp 1989,4 Before focusing on the precise course of these historical events, thougb, let us first look at other causes of Miao/Hmong migration into the Indochinese Peninsula. Geddes, in noting that "if a new territory appears before [the Miao 1 their migration speeds up according to its potentialities" (Geddes 1976, 29) , emphasizes that pull factors also were a stimulus for Hmong southward movement. In this respect, the case of the Hmong in Thailand is particularly enlightening. This group is known to have come from Laos at a time when no specific danger is believed to have threatened them-save that from occasional clashes with groups of Chinese freebooters making incursions into Luang Phrabang and Xieng Khouang between 1876 and 1887 (Archaimbault 1967, 588, 636; Le Boulanger 1931, 264) ---at least no danger great enough to explain why they moved so far into Siamese territory. The general stimulus for this particular migration to barely inhabited highlands was provided by the search for new swiddens, most notably for opium poppy growing-which quickly exhausted the soil-that spread among the Hmong in the mid-nineteenth century.
An explanation of the choice of migration routes is still difficult today. Recent ethnographie studies have highlighted as a significant factor in the choice of territory to pioneer the particular relationship between the Miao/Hmong and the Muslim Chinese caravaneers, the Haw (see Grandstaff 1979 and Culas 1999) . Coming originally from Yunnan, the Haw for a long time were the Miaol Hmong' s only suppliers of salt and metals, as weil as sorne basic consumer goods, which they exchanged for medicinal plants and special items of the Chinese phannacopoeia. The Haw conducted this trade from China with many peoples in the most remote parts ofBunna, Thailand, Laos and North Vietnam. This ancient trade between the Haw and the MiaolHmong later came to include the very lucrative item, opium, that thus found an easy transport route out of the villages (Culas 1999 and . The itinerant trade, about which still very little is known, followed ancient routes which for centuries linked cities in the interior of southwest China like Kunming, Dali, Jingbong and Chengdu to maritime trading posts and capitals like Mouhnein, Ayutthaya, Bangkok, Vinh, Haiphong and Thirty years ago, as reported by Lemoine (1972) , there were still old ,1imo'ng in Laos and Vietnam who remembered their travels with the Haw ,\)aray'aneeI" in the late nineteenth century, quite often as grooms for the horses ,l!I1d mules that carried cloth, salt or opium. Sorne say that they explored new, and sparsely populated regions like the Tran Ninh plateau in Laos and the ",'OWltalins north of Nan in Thailand. Thus opportunities were offered to those were prepared to move, and the Hmong southwestward migration did not place blindly. A combination of the availability of fertile forest land and 1JII10ximily to a Haw caravan route offered a perfect opportunity both to escape wrath and to try one's luck further away. As was just mentioned, another factor!hat contributed to the Hmong migration the cultivation and sale of opium (Papaver somniferum L.) . Due to the ~ark"tinlg of large quantities of opium in China, first by the Portuguese in the ~~:hl<:enth century and later by the British and the French, who were bent on profits to support the colonial effort locally, there was a high level of consumption in China in the nineteenth century (fifteen million Chinese addicts in 1870, according to McCoy 1989, 63) . This trend was rmgllifiicaIltly stimulated and skilfully maintained by the British, who were able to the poppies grown in Bengal and the opiwn produced at an extremely low and then distributed through the East India Company network developed 'IIm'UghOlJt Asia in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (McCoy 1989: 60) . He,w,:ver. Chinese leaders were worried by this growing trade and the huge lD:Sulumt loss in revenue due to the import of thousands of tons of raw opiwn, to 1-:( n"thing of the danIages caused by addiction to a vast nwnber of the nation' s """reallcraltsand élites (McAleavy 1968: 55--{j9) . Inevitably, with the stakes being bigh, the principal parties eventually clashed in what were conveniently called Opiwn Wars (1838-1842 and 1856-1858) . In both the victory was claimed European colonial powers. As early as 1842, with the signing of the treaty ofNanking, China was forced allow the Europeans and the Americans to set up trading posts in a number of :loc:ati.ons on the Chinese coast and, consequently, to trade almost freely with the Chinese market. The only option left the Chinese leaders, in order to be to compete with the intruders, was to promote and support the production of within their own territory, which the central authorities managed very fl\Uickly to do. The populations of areas suitable for poppy cultivation, basically mOWltains and plateans in the southwest, were pressured into growing poppies producing raw opium for sale to govemment agents, and subsequent "Jlloe"ssilng and sale on the interior market. The pace at which !his took place was that within forty years, by 1880, opiwn production in China began to exceed imports from British India (Le Failler 1995, 242) .
Ironically, many of these groups of producers, chiefly members of highland minorities in the southwest, were also encouraged to grow poppies by the French and the British-both keen buyers-who were able to reach the southern parts of the Southeast Asian Massif through the valleys leading north from Burma and French Indochina, in the latter case via the Yunnan-Tonkin railway Une, completed around 1909, connecting the Red River (Song Hong) delta to the heartland of Yunnan. 8 Highland minorities in southern China then became engaged in fierce international competition, the scale of which largely exceeded the usual horizons of their life, their political perceptions and, indeed, their military capacity. On the locallevel, the Lolo, Yao and Hmong-the chief opium producers-realizing the lucrative potential of this new trade and observing the competition between the Chinese and Europeans, as weil as among the Europeans themselves, tried to make the most of the situation and soon found themselves on the road leading to economic war with the Chinese administrators, who did not tolerate such insubordination. Thus, like Berlie (1991, 51) , we believe that the violent revolts and rebellions that shook the southern part of China in the second half of the nineteenth century, to which, together with the subsequent migration waves, we will next turn our attention, may also be linked to the strong desire to maintain control of the production and sale of opium.
THE POLITICAL FACTORS: THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, A TlME OF TURMOIL REVOLTS AND REBELLIONS IN SOUTHERN CHINA

Over the centuries, Han, Mongols and Manchus have mounted numerous
military campaigns in the southem frontier highlands. Military expeditions were generally sent to the area to pacify, subordinate, loot, tax, or simply repress recalcitrant potentates, warlords, and sometimes even entire populations. Local resistance was ftequent and revolts numerous.
One of the fmt documented upheavals in the south and southwest of China in the nineteenth century occurred in 1818, when Muslims violently opposed the imperial armies. However, it was not until 1850 and the Taiping Rebellion (1850-1872), which was supported by a messianic ideology partly borrowed from the Christian religion, that the imperial troops were actually defeated and most of the large cities in the south and southeast captured by the rebels, however. In 1854, in that same period of intense social and political turrnoil, another important revoit broke out slightly further to the south and west of that area, and centred in southeast Guizhou, which was wrongly named after the Miao (Jenks 1994) . Muslim rebels, entrenched in "their" mountains, attacked Manchu garrisons and local mandarins, Chinese merchants, and landlords, and allied themselves with local secret societies, in particular that of the White Lotus.
The Muslim Rebellion (Panthai) (1855-1873) began as a dispute over mining concessions between Chinese Muslims and Han Chinese in Yunnan. It was coincident with other rebellions which broke out as the central authority Manchus declined, e.g., the Taiping and Miao rebellions. (Maxwell Hill 1983, 125.) The Muslim insurrection in the southwest-also referred to as the Panthay or Hui uprising-gathered such momenlum that the rebels were led within a few years to proclaim an independent Sultanate in Dali (Yunnan).' The rebels were provided with modern arrns by the British through Burma, incidentally, while the imperial representatives in Yunnan and Guizhou obtained theirs from the French, thanks to the active mediation ofthe skilled adventurer Jean Dupuis. The colonial powers, for their part, were hoping to take advantage of the ongoing turmoil to gain access to the southern part of the Chinese Empire without having to deal with the competing factions and the complicated political situation on the China Sea coast.
It is obvious from these specifie developments that one of the factors serving as a catalyst for the confrontation between the Qing state and the minorities in the Southeast Asian Massif in the late nineteenth century was the European presence to the south of the massif. From the beginning of the 1860s, the French and the British had competed in the search for a safe way into South China, with ils valuable resources and economic potential. The rivers leading into Chinathe Irrawaddy and Salween in Burrna, and the Mekong and Red River in Vielnam-were carefully explored. The French, as was indicated above, spent huge SUffiS of money in 1896 to build the railway link from the port of Haiphong to Yunnan-fu (present-day Kunming). The British, on their side, were planning, but never achieved, a similar link between Moulmein and Yunnan via Chiang Mai in north Siam. In that same period, treaties signed in the wake of the SinoFrench agreement of 1844 guaranteed the safety of Christian missionaries and converts, and eventually allowed Western Christian missionaries to penetrate into inner China. All that had remained of Christian activity in China until then, since the exclusion decree of 1723, had been clandestine (Pannikar 1957, 273) . The Qing rulers only reluctantly perrnitted this religious, commercial and military infiltration of the south by foreign powers, however, and were seriously annoyed that minorities in their own territory were entertaining relations with the foreigners in one way or another. Strategically speaking, Beij ing had no other choice but to increase its administrative and military presence in the southern frontier area, and a clash became inevitable. After a few decades of fighting, the overalliosses in material and in human lives were colossal: it was estimated that in twenty years' time, the population of Guizhou dropped from sixteen to six million in a horrendous downward spiral ofwar casualties, epidemics, decimation ofherds, and famines (Fairbank and Teng 1960) .
These turmoils affected the whole of southem China and were a significant factor inducing a number of mountain peoples of various origins to go in search of better opportunities further south, as far as the north of the Indochinese Peninsula. Among these peoples, there was a substantial element of the Hmong subgroup of the Miao minority.
FIRST SIGNS OF THE HMONG IN THE lNDOCHlNESE PENINSULA "The movement which took [the Miao] beyond the borders of China was a continuation of a process occurring within Chioa" (Geddes 1976,25-6) , and in successive waves increasing numbers ofMiao, chiefly from the Hmong subgroup, migrated to several southem Chinese provinces, as well as, in quite a few cases, to sparsely populated parts of the Southeast Asian Massif-areas that today form part ofBurma, Thailand, Laos, and Vietnam. Ifwe are tn believe the demographic figures currently available on the MiaolHmong in China and the Indochinese Peninsula, we can only conclude that a small fraction of the original group was willing or able to move south, a fraction whose ethnie identity is relatively homogeneous. According to Schotler (1909) , Clarke (1911) , Savina (1924a) , and Graham (1937) , "the Miao described for Yunnan and beyond [towards the South], are closely related tn the West Kweichow Miao, having split off from them al a comparatively late time" (De Beauclair 1960,271) . Clarke, in his 1911 publication, tirst used the ethnonym these Miao from west K weichow used to refer to themselves: Hmung or Hmung-a-li (Clarke 1911, 16-9) . Much later, Jean Mottin remarked on the basis of personal observation in the Indochinese Peninsula that, "Parmi les Miao en général, ce sont seulement les Hmong que nous trouvons dans les autres pays [que la Chine]" (Mottin 1980: 37) ." Mottin aJso estimated that 85 percent of the Miao remained in China. Supporting this observation is the decreasing density of the MiaolHmong population as one leaves Guizhou and moves down to central Thailand through northern Vietnam and Laos (see tables 1 and 2). The eartiest arrivai of Hmong in the Indochinese Peninsula, particularly in the liontier area of French Tonkin in the case of the very earliest ones (Bigot 1938), . ia sometirnes said to have occurred as far back as four centuries ago (see Geddes 1976, 27, for instance). However, there is no evidence of their presence before eighteenth century in any material remains or annals from northem Indochinese locatities. In fact, there has been persistent confusion due to the use name Man-Meo by the Kinh (ethnie Vietnamese) in north Tonkin, which indiscriminately adopted by sorne early French observers. Il soon became however, that the name Man normally refers exc1usively to the Yao ,ctlnD()ll.gu.istic group in that area, whereas Meo (a corruption of the Chinese "LI;.,,"\ applies only to the Hmong, the Yao and the Hmong being Iwo different, ifhn",," linguistically related, groups, as was stated earlier. Auguste Bonifacy, a military ethnographer stationed in the third Military Territory, along the Clear River (Song Lo), who became a keen observer of ethnie minorities in the late nineteenth century, speaking and reading Chinese and Vietnamese as weil as mastering at least Iwo minority languages, rightly noted that sorne Yao groups . had written records showing that they were already settled in the upper valley of Clear River in north Tonkin in the early eighteenth century (Bonifacy 1904a (Bonifacy : 825, 1904b , while there is no evidence of the sort for the Hmong.
It is widely recognized among specialists today that it was not until the second baIf of the nineteenth century that large nurnbers of Hmong settlers coming from Sichuan and Guizhou via Yunnan penetrated into the Indochinese Peninsula, wbere they got as far south as the 17th parallel near Tak, in Thailand, following roughly a northeasterly and southwesterly route from French Tonkin. French Catholic missionary Savina observed that in the early twentieth century, at the time when he was studying the Hmong in Tonkin and southwest China, "Les Miao [Hmong] du Tonkin sont tous originaires du Yun-Nan, et ceux du Laos sont originaires du Tonkin. Ces derniers poursuivent toujours leur marche vers le Sud, et ils ont atteint aujourd'hui le 20e parallèle, sur la chaine annamitique" (Savina 1924a Fifteen generations at roughly twenty years each cornes to around 300 years, wmch seems slightly exaggerated. On the other hand, according to an early source, 1750 is a credible date: However inaccurate and speculative they may be, these approximations nonetheless lend sorne weight to the supposition of a relatively early migratory movement. The early migration, antedating the period of major social unrest in southwestern China, most likely took the form of a snccession of small waves involving pioneering households grouping together to clear the forest in order grow dry rice and maize. When social or ritual problems presented th.'ffil;ell(es, or when the soil was exhausted, usually after only a few years, such a local wonld disband and the different lineages would go looking for other, more groups to join in clearing new patches of virgin fores!. Thus, progress was but steady.
The tirst concrete Western record of a Hmong presence in the In,:lo<;mne,~ Peninsula dates from 1860," when several thousand Hei Miao (or Black Miao, perhaps Hmu, but see Culas 1999: 17 note 19, who queries this category) "soldiers" were seen entering North Vietnam from Yunnan (Lunet de Lajonquière 1906,295-7; Abadie 1924, 149, note) . Sorne Annamites had memories of and told Bonifacy (l904b, 8) (Lemoine 1995, 28) . Yang (1975,7) supposed that the Hmong first moved into Laos in 1810--20. · However, the information he used was oral history gathered in Hmong viUages in the 1960s, and the time estimates vary noticeably, depending on the 'info<mant--aproblem with which ethno-historians are only too familiar. For the ét!rnor,g accurete time indications are not important, in fact, and a similar lack of · accurncy can be noted in several stories that have been coUected recently. Sorne , earlier accounts are more accurate, however, since they were left by first-hand . . witnesses. In Laos, the father of the famous Hmong leader Touby Lyfoung was · said to have arrived in Nong Het (Xieng Khouang province), where he joined his Bunt, who had been living there for several years, in 1875. Sorne Hmong living on the T= Ninh plateau in 1894 said that they had come from China to settle bere in 1860; in one huyen (district) there were over 2,000 Hmong houses, · implying that there were about 15,000 to 18,000 individuals (Anonymous 1894, 41). Another informant, the White Tai leader, Oeo Van Tri, stated to Raquez and Carn (1904, 257 ) that when he was fifteen, in about 1848, he had witnessed the passage of Hmong from Sichuan on their way to Laos through the territory where his family lived, the Sip Song Chau Tai, in northwestern Vietnam.
In Siam, the presence of Hmong settlements is not documented before the end of the nineteenth century. An English observer gave the following eyewitness account of Nan province in northem Siam in 1880: Another source suggests that the Hmong first arrived in northem Siam in 1885 (Geddes 1976, 29) . Their dispersion in the area is confirmed for the Phitsanulok and Lomsak regions by Robbins (1928) , who observed two Hmong settlements in the mountains in January 1928. In 1929, Hmong settlements were also noted in the Tak region, 300 km northwest of Bangkok (Credner 1935 , in Crooker 1986 . More recently, in 1992, Michaud was told by Hmong informants from three different clans in a settlement in the Doi Luang Chiang Dao area (Chiang Mai Province) that their fathers and grandfathers had been living in the region for eight-five years, which rnay date their arrivai as early as 1908 (Michaud 1994a, 4) . Lemoine (1972, 18) put forward the thesis that there is very close linguistic similarity between two Hmong dialects spoken in Thailand (White and Green Hmong)-the most distant point from the source of Hmong migration in Guizhou-and the southem Chinese dialect of Chuanqiandian. More recently, Ratliff (1992) and Niederer (1995) have summarized the analogies hetween the Hmong language in the Indochinese Peninsula and sorne Chinese languages in Yunnan, modem as well as early ones. Thus, when one examines the geographical spread of Hmong languages in the region, one will see that between the Miao/ Hmong region of origin in Guizhou and the furthest point of settlement in central Thailand, the migratory route crossed eastem Yunnan, northern Vietnam, northern Laos, and highland Thailand." An illustration of the kind of route !hat might be followed through these mountains is provided by the records (written in their own script), or charts (of the same kind as those shown to Bonifacy in Tonkin), of the lu Mien branch of the Yao, who are very close relatives of the Hmong. According to these records, sorne lu Mien now living in the Nan and Chiang Kham region in northem Thailand left the Chine se province of Guangdong around 1860 and crossed Yunnan and Laotian territory to finally settle in Nan province around 1880.1' This migration involved a staggering thousand-kilometer joumey spread over only two decades.
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: DIRECT KNOWLEDGE, NATION-STATE FORMATION AND DIVISION WITHIN HMONG SOCIETY WESTERN INTEREST IN THE HMONG
For a long time, only Christian missionaries and a few explorers--<:hiefly British and French, in search of ways of penetrating the Chinese interior were able to establish contact with the Miao/Hmong in China and continental Southeast Asia. From the late nineteenth century onward, by contrast, the Hmong became the object of marked interest from European military authorities, missionaries, administrators, explorers, and later, researchers. Early Western interest in mountain peoples in the region coincided with the foundation of anthropology and ethnology as scholarly disciplines and fitted in with the trend of Orientalism.
As was indicated above, numerous books, articles, and notes were writlen about mountain peoples in the early twentieth century. Western observers at !hat time were beginning to recoguize the cultural and linguistic uniqueness of these minorities. In the case of the Hmong, early French studies-some of which, however, only scratched the surface or painted merely very broad pictures of highland "tribes"-include Lefèvre-Pontalis (1892, 1896), Girard (1903) , Bonifacy (I904a and b), Raquez (1909) , Raquez and Cam (1904) , Gaide (1905) , Lunet de Lajonquière (1904 , Diguet (1908) and d 'Ollone (1912) ; all these authors worked in or around French Tonkin.
The first solid English works that we were able to trace, apart from a few early contributions on South China, for example by Bridgman (1859), Edkins (1870), Broumton (1881) , and Betts (1889), were published in the 19\Os, when Among 'the Tribes of South-West China (1911) and The Story of the Miao (1919) by the missionaries Samuel Clarke and Samuel Pollard respectively appeared. The latter is probably to be regarded as the flfSt tentative Western historical account of the Miao of sorne length and weight. However, the most important work of the time on the subject is Francois-Marie Savina's impressive ethnography-although it ,bas a strong missionary ideological bias, as is noted by Morechand (1968, 56)-entitled Histoire des Miao, which was published in 1924, along with a HmongFrench dictionary printed in an original script desigued by the author (see also Tapp, Postert, this volume) .
It should be noted that these first studies were prompted primarily by missionary zeal-they were chiefly linguistic studies made as a necessary preliminary step in translating the Bible into local dialecls (for details see Smalley et al. 1990 : II )-and colonial ambitions, although occasionally such subjects as physical anthropology (Girard 1903 ) and the Pachay revoit in Laos and Tonkin of 1918 -1921 (Savina 1920 , 1924b were addressed. It was only long after these tirst steps in general ethnography and Hmong cultural studies that the description and analysis of the social organization, religion, and mythology got under way, while it was not until the 1960s that these studies really look off."
During the Indochina Wars (1946-75) it became clear that international events again were having an impact on forest dwellers in their mountain habitats, forcing them to take sides in particular national struggles and suffer the consequences if they had made the wrong choice. Thailand was regarded as a key piece in the domino theory in vogue in the United States in the 1950s. Thailand was more or less willing to be transformed by foreigu "aid" into a stronghold against the Communist aggression that had begun to spread into Laos from the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the People's Republic of China. In line with their military objectives, American intelligence services, using an array of names that were sometimes least calculated to arouse suspicion (see Wakin 1992) , themselves conducted ethnographic research on highland populations in Laos, Thailand and the accessible parts of Vietnam, or commissioned competent anthropologists to do such research.
A number of Western researchers, encouraged by their respective academic institutions, found themselves impelled to study these remote groups, while financial facilities were offered for in-depth research. It (1967) , published by Princeton University Press. Not long after that Schrock, directly commissioned by the American Department of the Army headquarters, with a number of co-authors produced the Minority Groups series, including volumes on Thailand and North Vietnam (Schrock et al. 1970 and . To this list of publications on the region in general we might add several others focused on mounlain lribes in a particular country or area, for instance Laos and Thailand, namely Keen (1966) , Binney (1968) , Moréchand (1968) , Walker (1970) , Dessaint (1972) , Lemoine (1972) , Bertrais (1977) , and Mottin (1978) . For the same period we can only gather information about mountain peoples in North Vietnam, with very few exceptions, from what local ethnographers-not withstanding their personal wishes--were permitted by the regirne to write and say," with the military keeping fIrm control ofacademic production.
Military commanders in those troubled years of the First and Second lndochina Wars had a big say in every respect in what could be revealed tn the public about the mounlain groups of Southeast Asia and what should be kept hidden in secret intelligence fIles.
UNDERSTANDING THE CURRENT SITUATION
This century of fIrst-hand knowledge of the Hmong allows us to make a few points about Hmong migrations and Hmong history, and tn note in particular!hat the population movements recorded in the Iwentieth century are localized in space and time. The description of these movements here will require ns to concentrate on a few areas so as to be better able to highlight their dynamic qnalities and the principal issues involved. First we will put forward sorne arguments to explain the massive support of the Viet Minh by Hmong in western Tonkin, an area largely dominated by the Tai; we will also refer to the recent migration of the Hmong to the Central Highlands of Vietnam. Then we will examine the process of division within Hmong society in Laos in the course of certain international historical events which after 1975 led many into exile in Thailand; in this same section we will also see how in one area on the Thai-Laotian border the migratnry flux could be reversed within the space of a few years. In Thailand, fInally, the repercussions orthe lndochina Wars led the Hmong and the Thai slate tn regard each other with lasting distrus!.l'
We must however fIrst refer to Burma (Myanmar) in order to explain why it has not been included in this study. In Burma, a deliberate British policy to keep the old enmity between Christianized minorities and the Buddbist MonIBunnan majority alive, with a view to keeping a better grip on local politics as weil as exploiting the colonized kingdom efficiently, helped to aggravate the divisions between highlanders and lowlanders. However, the small numbers of recent SinoTibetan and Miao-Yao ntigrants into this area, in contrast to earlier Austro-Asiatic or Tibeto-Bunnan higbland migrants like the Shan or the Karen, prevents us from devoting more space to the Bunnese situation; if groups like the Lisu were represented in significant numbers, recent arrivais probably only included a very small number of Hmong. In the absence of any precise information or recently conducted census from that troubled country, an estimate of the number of Hmong in Bunna in 1998 has yielded the number given in table 2 .
. VIETNAM Historically, the French colonial gtip on the highland home of the Hmong was formalized in 1883, when the Hué treaty made Tonkin and Annam French protectorates. In 1885, the Tientsin treaty with China gave France priority over other European colonial powers in effecting a presence in Yunnan. France then began to take control of and occupy the Red River basin and ils principal . Jadjoining valleys througb numerous missions de pacification. The northern Lao principalities, which were later to become the northern part of Laos, then were taken from Siamese control and in 1893 became a French protectorate. In 1896 a partially wüfied Laos thus became the fifth member of the Union Indochinoise, with the (reluctant) approval of the British and the Chinese. French colonial policy vis-à-vis mountain minorities in the north of French ilndochina was far from consistent, depending on the context and the inclinations of the colonial administrators, and was in fact neveT fonnalized as a general policy. A significant development that decisively affected the Hmong was the relationship that grew up between the Tai (especially the White Tai) and the French in the region of Sip Song Chau Tai-Tai for "the twelve Tai districts"-along the upper Black River (Song Da) in western Tonkin, between the upper Red River valley and the Laotian border. There were several Tai groups inhabiting the alluvial plains and part of the foothills of that region, where they had had a hierarchical social and political organization, with landlords and peasants, for about a thousand years. For the French military and administrative personnel, this traditionally stable structure fulfilled a useful role in the chain of command of the colonial power. The legal status of what were referred to as the "sub-minorities" inside this federation, essentially the Hmong and the Yao, was alleged to be one of adhésion de fait, or de facto inclusion (Nollet 1953,43) . Occupying a position of dominance long before the arrivai of the French, the Tai now took advantage of French support to exploit these "sub-minorities" even more. Tuition in the Tai language and script was soon introduced with the help of the Ecole Française d'Extrême-Orient; no other minority population in the region enjoyed such privileges. With the increase in Viet Minh activities at the end of the 1940s, the Tai drew closer and closer to the French, while a large proportion of the Hmong, understandably, sided with the Communists to challenge the power of the Tai mlers.
After the shock of Dien Bien Phu in 1954, which numerous Hmong helped bring about as allies of the Viet Minh, a number of pro-French White and Black Tai fled to Laos, followed by other Hmong families from the east of the Red River valley, who collaborated with the French," particularly in the production of opium (it should be noted that these Tai and Hmong fleeing to Laos later, in 1975, were among the first to flee from Laos to seek refuge in Thailand). Occasional clashes between these pro-French Hmong and Viet Minh soldiers had occurred in the decade following the year 1946, including a few well-organized commando actions in 1952 that induced the Viet Minh to ask Communist Chinese troops to cross the border to help subdue the rebels. Deprived of French support after the Geneva agreement of 1954, these anti-Communist Hmong were badly harassed until their complete submission in 1957, which in tum triggered off a second wave of migration from Vietnam to Laos. As in China before, those who remained behind afterwards unequivocally and irrevocably submitted to the central power.
Living in the mountains outside the main combat areas during the Second Indochina War, the Hmong of the Democratie Republic of Vietnam seem to have adopted a generally submissive attitude towards the Communist state, which in retum adopted a patronizing attitude towards these "little brothers."21 The traditional trade in coffin wood with China and, above ail, the legalized cultivation of opium--{)fficially prohibited only after 1992-guaranteed them a regular cash income and, in the latter case, significantIy helped fill the Viet Minh's coffers. With relatively few Kinh pioneering in the mountain areas where the Hmong have their home," there is a certain degree of participation of Hmong in the local and regional administration." At the time of the 1999 national census, the Vietnamese authorities estimated that there were 787,600 Hmong living in the country, in twelve provinces in the northem mountainous area.
However, this demographic information does not take into account a new and sizeable stream of Hmong migration within Vietnam which has been taking place since the mid-1990s. Since little has been written on this, our evidence is based on testimonies from within the Hmong community as well as personal communications from Vietnamese and foreign researchers. It appears that in the search for new land and in response to mounting dernographic pressures-an already difficult situation further compounded by the 1993 national ban on any new felling of the forest---an unspecified number of Hmong (possibly several thousands) have rnoved to the southern Central Highlands, particularly to Dac Lac province, to participate in the state-directed colonization of these sparsely populated highlands. At first formally drafted into programmes on account of their skills in establishing new settlements, the modest number of initial individual Hmong settlers soon soared to involve whole households in search of new opportunities, in a form of "spontaneous" migration so far unofficially tolerated by the state. The social division among the Hmong in this province at the time was to have major consequences for Hmong participation in the Indochina wars in Laos (Culas 1999) . A long-standing rivalry between members of the Lo (Lau}) and Ly (Lis) clans developed into open emnity, with the former collaborating with the Japanese and the latter siding with the French. The division between the two clans ooon assumed more definite proportions, also affecting those connected with them by kinship, marriage, economic or ritual links, and influencing the future of a large number of Hmong in Laos. Most ofthem would also be obliged, directly or indirectly, to take sides in the military conflict first between the French and the Japanese, later between the French and the nationalists, and finally between the Americans and Royalists, and the Communists.
Several thousand Hmong thus participated, with various degrees of intensity, in the fighting against the Pathet Lao and Viet Minh Conununists on their march on Vientiane, while perhaps as many other Hmong were emolled in the People's Liberation Army. The massive exodus of Hmong into Thailand after the Communist take-over in Laos in 1975 was triggered by the massacres in a number of Hmong villages in retaliation for their collaboration with "neo-colonialist" America. However, there were also numerous Hmong in Laos who had genuinely tried to avoid getting involved in the conflict, in spite of the extremely difficult material conditions under which they lived during the war as a result of the impossibility of working the land in areas under regular shellfire, population displacements in the flight from combat zones or evacuation of Communistcontrolled areas, and so on, thus leaving them incapable of providing for their basic needs. During the war, social and economic inequalities became enonnous, with the incarne of a Hmong swiddener growing mountain rice, or even opium, being much lower than that of a soldier fighting in the Royal Anny under Hmong geueral Vang Pao, which was generously supported by American aid. Thus, the usuallineage or clan obligations were of no use in gaining access to food supplies, provided by the Americans, unless one had a close relative in the army administration who was ready to help. This form of partisanship directly or indirectly affected almost every family, in violation of their often very strong desire not to get involved in the conflict. In the areas under American/Royal control, as well as in the "liberated zones" of the north, Royalists and Conununists alike were unhappy about the lack of commitmeut of many mountain people to one side or the other, these "pacifists" therefore being prone to suspicions of sympathizing with the enemy.
Not surprisingly, then, after April 1975 the pro-American Hmong were among the thousands who had to run for their lives. Between May 1975 and June 1985, 309,694 persons left Laos to seek refuge in Thailand. Of this number, 194, 220 were classified as Lao lum, or lowland Lao, also including Chine se and Vietnamese living in Laos. The remaining 115,474 refugees were broadly identified as mountain people, including Lao theung, or mountain-slope Lao, and Lao sung, or highland Lao. The Hmong essentially belonged to the latter category. Thus, Taillard estimates that approximately 30 percent of the Hmong in Laos fled the country after 1975, although the only concrete figure we have is that of 116,000 Hmong from Laos and Vietnam seeking refuge in Thailand unti11990.
In Xieng Khouang province alone~ne of the areas most seriously afiected by war-the total population decreased by more than 40 percent between 1961 and 1985, with a large proportion ofthis dedine being accounted for by the Hmong group. In Huaphan, Luang Nam Tha and Sayaboury provinces, the decrease for the same period amounted to 23 percent, while for Phongsaly, Udomsai and Luang Phrabang the figure was 8 percent (Taillard 1989, 192) .
Today, of the eleven Laotian provinces in which Hmong live, four-Xieng Khouang, Vientiane, Sayaboury and Luang Phrabang-are home to over 70 percent of this group. In 1995, the Hmong in Laos were believed to number 315,000 individuals (Laos National Statistical Centre 1995), while in 1972 their number was estimated at between 300,000 and 500,000 (Whitaker et al. 1985) .
THAILAND
Since their first arrivai in the Indochinese Peninsula, mountain peoples practising pioneering or rotational swiddening have been tolerated by the Siamese monarchs. Actually, officiais of the kingdom and its northem principalities had little dear idea about minorities dwelling in the mountains, and made no attempt to gain any such idea. Unlike their neighbors in Burma, Laos and Tonkin, which had been under firm British or French colonial control from the end of the nineteenth century, Siam was not altuned to the political ideology of full territorial ownership and well-defined borders (Bruneau 1981; Lim 1984; Winichakul1994, 3) . To the kings of the Chakri dynasty, the traditional existence ofbufler areas on the nortbem periphery of the kingdom was a quite comfortable idea, and it served a variety of purposes in connection with security and trade. The fact that peripheral mountain summits and forest areas were inhabited by semi-nomadic non-Tai swiddeners was oflittle significance, as long as these did not pose a threat to the security and prosperity of the kingdom (Winichakul 1994, 5) . Up until the 1950s highland minorities in northem Siam!Thailand were able to live their own lives in relative peace and without major conflicts with or hindrance from lowland Thai for centuries in sorne cases. This was as long as they kept away from the invasion routes linking neighboring kingdoms and principalities. Closer to these routes, as Lefèvre-Pontalis (1892, 1896) has shown, isolated highland groups could be pressed into supplying passing troops or drafted as porters and grooms.
ln the early 1950s, however, the Thai state took a number of initiatives aimed at establishing "pacifie and specifie" links with the mountain people in a few specially targeted villages'" One might weil ask why the state suddenly became aware of the existence of these mountain peoples, to the point of drafting programmes for their integration in the Thai nation, at that particular moment. After ail, these mountain people theo-as still today, constituted a tiny 1 percent of the total population, while they spoke languages and had religious observances !hat difiered dramatically from those of the bulk of the population ofThailand.
In neighboring countries decolonization and nationalism were gaining l' 1 , CHRISTIAN CULAS AND JEAN MICHAUD momentum and wars of independence, whether or not buttressed by a Communist ideology, were raging. Moreover, in China in 1953~54 several autonomous regions coterminous with various highland ethnie groups were created in Yunnan (Thompson and Adloff 1955, 222) . These political and ideological developments in neighboring countries and, no doubt, the war situation along its entire eastem border worried the Thai state. Then, in the early 1950s, American pressure on the Thaï government grew increasingly stronger as a reaction to the Communist advance. The Thaï were expected to exercise active control over their northem frontier zone, a mountainous area suspected of being a refuge for rebels and a potential source of instability for the local mountain peoples, since infiltration of "hostile agents" from north Vietnam, via Laos, was feared and openly admitted. Thanks to the financial, material and technical support the United States was giving the country, the Americans succeeded in directing, and even in managing, the various programs aimed at controlling the land and people in highland Thailand. The externally firnded progranunes targeted at the highland population, referred to by the generic term "hilltribes," were airned in particular at launching anti-insurrectional activities and suppressing the production and distribution of opium (Huff 1967; Pongsapich et al. 1993: 4 1975 and 1979 . (Chantavanich and Reynolds 1988 In spite of the important and varied American aid, the Thai army did not succeed in totally suppressing the insurrection in the mountains. It needed the unexpected help of a complex international situation. In 1980, Thailand unofficially agreed with China to offer the Khmer Rouge--who, in spite of Beijing's support, were severely pressured by the Vietnamese in Cambodia after the December 1979 Vietnamese invasion, the possibility of retreating on Thai soil, where the Vietnamese would not follow them. Consequently, as a gesture of support for its new Thai partner, China then totally cut its aid to the Communist Party of Thailand (CPT), which it had helped for decades. It moreover asked the Communists in Thailand to cease ail military activities against the Thai state. Thus, Communist guerrilla warfare here was not ended by military means, but was suppressed as a result of an international concurrence of events that rendered it pointless (Dassé 1993: 95) . By 1982, Communist guerrilla activity had virtually ceased in northern Thailand.
Life having fmally resumed a more tranquil course in the mainland Southeast Asia Massif, the Thai state's anxieties about security on the highland frontier largely subsided. We can nevertheless detect a tendency on the part of Thai officiais to hold the highlanders in general, and the Hmong in particular, responsible for a major national problem, namely deforestation and soil erosion in the northern highlands (see Arbhabhirama et al. 1988, 174-S; Michaud 1 994b ) , throughout most of the 1980s and part of the 1990s, even though this tendency has more ancient roots (see General Charusathira 1967 , in Bhruksasri 1989 . Priority is now given to making the mountain population sedentarizing, introducing commercially viable agricultural techniques and national education in the highlands (Bhruksasri 1989) , with the aim of once and for ail making these non-Tai animists assimilate and adopt the national identity, which i8 Thaï, Buddhist and monarchist. In 1995 the Tribal Research Institute of the Ministry of the Interior calculated the Hmong population at 124,000, scattered over 233 villages in thirteen northern provinces (TRI 1995) , the most important ones being Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, Tak and Nan.
AND BEYOND ASIA
A survey of Hmong migrations would not be complete without a reference to an important population movement from Laos and to a lesser extent Vietnam, in the context of what has sinee been called the Hmong diaspora. Following the final Communist takeover of Laos and Vietnam in 1975, a number ofrefugees, largely comprising Lao and Hmong, though also members of several other ethnie groups (Lua, White Tai, Yao, Haw, Lahu, Khmu), tled to Thailand, where the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) assumed responsibility for them temporarily, until they could officially migrate elsewhere. 26 This exodus from Laos, as was explained earlier, was connected with Lao and Hmong collaboration with the pro-American or Royalist forces, the collaborators preferring to fiee the country rather than suffer retaliation, and sometimes rigorous "re-education" by the communist Pathet Lao. A majority afterwards were able to leave Thailand and migrate permanently to a third country. In the late 1980s a few hundred Hmong also returned to Laos with the help of the UNHCR, and sometimes under its protection. Due to the success of these repatriation schemes and in the context of a political opening to the outside world, as discussed in, for instance, the publication Outline of the Plan for a Phased Repatriation and Reintegration of Laotians in Thailand in February 1992 (Yang 1992,271) , this development was continued and soon put an end to the need for Lao refugee camps in Thailand. However, in the Hmong community in the United States serious doubts are being expressed about whether the Lao govermnent is capable of controlling the mûst radical elements in its own arrny, which, according to sorne sources, are retaliating against Hmong, Khmu and Lao who have returned from Thailand (Yang 1993) . The largest Hmong community to settle outside Asia went to the United States (approximately 100,000 individuals, according to North and Yang, 1988, and Sherman 1988,594 
A CRITICAL EPILOGUE
From what we know today about Hmong culture and social organization, it is evident that during the colonial period and the Indochinese wars, regional and foreign governments, annies, and other institutions misconstrued the motives of the average Hmong highland dweUer in the region. A s!rong reluctance to side with one party or the other was typicaUy interpreted by the major beUigerent parties as opposition to them and a sympathetic attitude to the enemy. In fact, it was the retlection of a strong desire not to get involved in other peoples' quarrels-.a typical Hmong characteristic as weU as a feature of the usual peasant ethos in the face of unwanted disturbances in customary life.
Told to take sides or else suffer serious reprisaIs, Hmong mountain dweUers chose one side or the other according to the area where they resided at the time, the amount of pressure put on them, and their own estimation of what was best calculated to ensure their liberty in the long run. The very idea of a Hmong military organization is inconsistent with the segmentary tradition of the group. Sorne organizational formalizations have come about in a temporary way as a consequence of external manipulation of certain internaI antagonisms, as weil as of a recurrent, always latent messianic ideology (see Tapp 1989; Culas 1 997b). In the end, it was by a huge mistake based on mutual misunderstanding that many Hmong found themselves in the thick of the action in the Indochinese Wars, particularly in Laos. Had they really been given a choice, it is likely that each household head and each lineage and clan eIder would have opted for complete neutrality in these battles between lowlanders and foreigners, with which they felt little affinity.
The principal cause of Hmong insurrections~without the catalyst of sorne foreign military order or the temporary activities of sorne messianic leader~from the eighteenth century in China to the period between 1967 and 1982 in Thailand, was direct aggression by a national army. When the Hmong took up arms, which occurred essentially when they considered this inevitable, it was not in pursuit of sorne political ideology, but in defence oflives, houses and crops, and of the right to continue cultivating the only cash crop that really generated profits: opium~a crop, it should be noted, which the same regional powers had forced on them years earlier, when the profits from it provided those in power with a major portion of their revenues.
As in southern China after the sixteenth century, history has once again caught up with the peasant and the swiddener and seriously encroached on his life style. Only this time escape is no longer possible. There are waves of pioneers literally ascending the mountain slopes of China, Vietnam and Thailand, while in the latter, as weIl as in Laos, the state is ordering the mountain dweller to abandon his last refuge and settle down in the foothills, so that the higher-altitude forests may be rid of "unproductive" swiddeners whose farming practices are allegedly harmful to the ecosystem. The encounter with "the Other," which has been postponed for such a long time, bas now become inevitable, and is leading ethnie minorities down a path where they will experience massive acculturation thanks to such powerful vectors as the military draft, national education, international markets, and television.
In an attempt at a prognosis of future developments, it is interesting to note that in Thailand, where economic development is a step ahead of that in neighboring countries in Indochina, the state, once it got over the stage of surprise and irritation, has resigned itself to the fact that these mountain peoples are attracting disproportionate, but very lucrative, attention, notably from tourists and academic researchers. Actually, an important factor in the spread of koowledge about the MiaolHmong has been the increase in the West in the number of university students and scholars in aIl disciplines bearing on Asia, in particular history, anthropology and development studies. There is an ever-increasing number of academics studying the Miao/Hmong in Asia as weil as the Hmong who sought refuge abroad, particularly in the United States and France. International adventure tourism, moreover, swiftly appropriated the "hiIltribes" of Thailand, making them an essential feature of any trip to and tour through the region and lending them disproportionate importance considering their small numbers. This attention to sorne extent contributes to the understanding of highland minorities, as weil as to their economic survival, but above ail it makes their existence known to a large international audience. It is indeed a most unexpected form of support for those mountain peoples who were regarded by many observers as bound to be quickly assimilated by the dominant lowland cultures.
With the liberalization of the past few years this phenomenon has also spread to Laos, Vietoarn and southern China. Foreign tourists have already penetrated as far as Luang Phrabang and the Plain of Jars in Laos, Lao Cai, Sa Pa, Lai Chau and Dien Bien Phu in northem Vietoarn, and, very recently, Guizhou, Guangxi and Yunnan in China. There is no doubt that it will no longer be possible for regional govemments to ignore or repress the specifie identity of the Miao/ Hmong, or of mountain dwellers in general, be they labeled "hilltribes," "national minorities," or "little brothers." What remains to be seen is whether it will be feasible to do justice to the cultoral diversity of minority groups in a region that is prone to economic and socio-political upheaval. In this respect, what regional history can teach us does not give cause for excessive optimism. on the basis of data collected by explorers and Christian missionaries in China. U/I,_ ... o these suggestions were often based on a remarkable command of the Chinese language as we11 as, quite frequently> of one of the Miao idioms, they usually testify to a Jack of scientific insight. Most observers stress, for instance, that the various groups derive tbeirname from the color of the women's dress, hence one finds the names Black, Red, Blue, White and Flowery Miao (see Deal 1971, 25 , and 233, foo1note 42, for an example). This practice was initiated by the Chinese themselves and is perhaps as old as the Yuan Dynasty (De Beauclair 1960, 269, 270 , footnote 1). But observation in the field today may show at a glance that, for a variety of reasons, two villages within the territory of one and the same group ean show a striking variety in dress.
5. Lieutenant-Colonel Bonifacy remarks, for instance: 'On rencontre au Tonkin quatre tribus de Meo; [ ... ] En langue méo, les quatre tribus sont dénommées: Mung-tlao Méo blancs; Mung-len Méo brodés; Mung-cho-pia Méo faire rond, à cause de leur eoiffure;
. Mung-soa (Méo a peigne)' (Bonifocy 19040: 8).
6. See also the historieal analysis of the eighteenth-century revolts in Lombard-Salmon (1972: IV).
7. Geddes (1976) found a statement to this effect by the Jesuit missionary Gabriel de Magaillans, who lived in China between 1640 and 1677, in W. Lockart (1861).
8. The increase in French involvement in the opium trade both in China and French Indochina, and the particular importance of this raillink to Yunnan, where huge opium crops were harvested, is c1early illustrated in many eeonomics articles of the early twentieth century, when the trade was still legal See several articles by H. Brenier and W. Lichtenfelder in the 1903 issue of the French Indochinese Bulletin Economique.
9. For the relations between the Miao and the Taiping and Panthay Muslim rebe1s, the reader is referred to Teng (1971, 36671) , Jenks (1985 ), and Radley (1986 ; details of the involvement of the Miao and Yao with the Taiping upheaval can be found in Schurmann and Orville (1972, 172 ff.) .
10. This assertion by Mottin is ooly partly true, since there are a few settlements of another Miao subgroup, the Hmu, who are very close to the Hmong, on the SinoVietnamese border (personal communication by Vietnamese ethnologists in 1999, but also Abadie 1924 Abadie , 1501 and in the northem Laotian provinces of Houaphan, Phongsaly and Xieng Kouang (Lemoine 1972, 16; Moréchand 1968) . II . Bunna percentages inc1ude a small number (374) ofYao. 12. This record al least was left by eyewitnesses. Abadie (1924, 149-50) mentions an earlier, violent incursion, which was less important as far as numbers are concemed, at the beginning of the nineteenth-century, but the exact identity of these earlier migrants is dubious. 13 . By the early twentieth centnry, French census figures showed several thonsand of them to he living in the Xieng Khouang region. 14. As regards possible migration routes from or further spread mto Bunna, Lemoine (1972: 18) and Michaud (1994a: ; 4) both mention meeting Hmong in Chiang Mai province who said they had persona1ly come from Burma. Earlier, Young (1962, 37) had made the same clai~ while a 1931 census states there were 830 Hmong tben living in Bunnese territory (Bennison 1933 ). The earliest evidence of a MiaolHmong presence in Bunna which we were able to find is provided by two photographs from the Kengtung region in Scott (1906,96-7 1955 . On May 22, 1955 , there came into being the Tai-Meo Autonomous Region, the name of which was subsequently changed to Tay Bac Autonomous Region. The Tay Bac AR embraces an area equivalent to three provinces in the MOuntains between the Red River valley and the Laotian frontier. On the north, it borders on Yunnan province. Its area of over 36.000 square kilometers is one-fifth that of the entire area of the DR of Vietnam [Notth Vietnam] ; its population of 500,000 inc\udes 25 different nationalities, the most important ofwhich are the Thai (T'ai) and Meo (Miao)." (Moseley 1973, 157-8.) 22. In the provinces of Cao Bang, Ha Giang, Lao Cai, Lai Chau, Son La, Hoa Binh, Thah Hoa, and Nghe An.
23. In 1995, for instance, a Black Hmong woman was deputy head of the SaPadistric~ in Lao Cai province, where the Kinh, comprising 13 percent of the population, are vastly outnumbered by the Hmong, comprising 60 percent (provincial data, May 1995). 24. Culas (2000) , Lee (1981) and Kesmanee (1991) give details ofthese early initiatives of the Thaï state for the Nan region, for instance. 25 . On the impact of the war and the national opium poliey on the Hmong communities in Nan province, see Culas (1999, chap. 3 part 2) and Culas (2000) . 26 . On the problems of refugees in Southeast Asia, see Songprasert and Chongvatana (1988) with respect to Thailand, and Condominas and Pottier (1982, 1984) for specifie case studies. 27 . On the Hmong in continental France, see Ajchenbaum and Hassoun 1980 , and Hassoun 1983a and b, 1988 ; on those in French Guyana, see Géraud 1993. 28 . The above figures were indicative of the situation up to 1988. However, intakes of Hmong refugees from Laos by Western countries continued until 1999 when the last of the refugee camp was closed in Thailand. There are DOW sorne 190,000 Hmong living outside Asia, the majority being in the United States.
29. The author was probably James McCarthy, the British Representative.
